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Stochastic differential equations (SDEs) are extensively used to model various finan-
cial quantities. In the last decades, financial modeling by SDEs under regime-switching
have been utilized to allow moving from an economic state to another. The aim of this
research work is to tackle the pricing of variance swaps in a volatile market under regime
switching model. SDEs under regime-switching models are more realistic but the solution
is more complicated and may not exist analytically. Therefore, numerical methods for fi-
nance are explored. The study proposes a new SDE under regime-switching with high
volatility model for the prices of the underlying financial asset. The suggested model
combines two existing models, the first one is on high volatile situations and the second is
on regime-switching. Under these setting, the valuation of variance-swaps is investigated.
As an application, a study of two states is developed: state A when the economy is going
well and state B when the economy is under stress. Numerical techniques for finance are
employed to obtain a solution for the pricing problem. Several illustrations of the solution
are provided and show the efficiency of the used methods.
Keywords: Variance swaps, Regime switching, Brownian motion, Increased volatility,
Markov chain.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
A financial derivative is a financial asset whose price alters on (i.e. is derived from)
an underlying asset. It is an agreement between two dealers that is contingent on some-
thing happening in the future, for instance the future price of an underlying asset. Finan-
cial derivatives are commonly used to hedge against fluctuations in the underlying asset
value. They represent one of the most important tools in risk-management. In general, a
financial derivative could be constructed on a given financial product such as a commod-
ity, a stock or a currency. Some derivatives products are dependent on the volatility or
the variance of a given underlying asset. Among the most popular derivatives are options,
futures (forwards) and swaps.
A derivative product does not have in general a well determined price since it is
dependent on future events. Therefore, pricing of derivatives requires sophisticated math-
ematical tools particularly from probability theory and stochastic calculus. For decades,
one of the most active research topics in financial mathematics literature is the pricing
problem of financial derivatives.
The pricing of a derivative security consists essentially of dealing two problems
which are prediction of asset price trajectory and derivative evaluation. The first problem
deals with investigating a financial asset price advancement in time whilst the second one
targets the calculation of an intrinsic value of the derivative security.
The purpose of this work is to study the pricing of a specific type of financial deriva-
tives called variance swaps for a model that accounts for high volatile situations and under
regime switching. There is a plenty of works on the valuation of variance swaps under
regime switching in the literature. The main contribution of this thesis is dealing with the
valuation of variance swaps under regime switching for markets under stress.
2
1.1 Content of the thesis
This thesis is structured as follows. After this introduction, an outline of the pre-
vailing literature on the pricing of variance swaps is provided. The main contribution of
this thesis is discussed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.
In the third chapter, a model for high volatility situations in the asset process will
be defined. This is mainly the model suggested by [5] for European options but utilized
in this chapter for evaluating variance swaps. This prediction model is a generalization
of the Black and Scholes model [1] and is still advantageous since it leads to closed form
solutions. Under this model, the price of a variance swap including the derivation of all
the related formulas and proofs are obtained and given in this chapter. Though, as many
other models in the existing literature, it does not account for various economic states.
In Chapter 4, an increased volatility model will be treated where the assumption on
different economic states is permitted. More precisely, the main model in the thesis, the
regime switching model, lets the interest rate and the volatility parameters dependent of
a Continuous Time Markov Chain (CTMC). This model consequently contributes to the
existing literature by studying the pricing problem for variance swaps where the underly-
ing asset dynamic obeys a regime switching model with abnormal volatility. Numerical
simulations for the price of a variance swap under this model are provided. Several il-
lustrations for this price are performed. Comparisons with the model with an augmented
volatility with no regime switching and also with the model with regime switching but
without increase in the volatility are presented.
3
Chapter 2: Variance Swaps
A swap is an agreement to exchange cash flows in the future according to prear-
ranged formula. A basic swap contract consists of exchanging cash flows calculated using
one floating reference rate against cash flows calculated using another floating reference
rate. There exist various types of swaps. Some of them are listed below:
• Swaps where the notional principle is an increasing function of time are known as
step-up swaps. If the notional principle is a decreasing function of time then it is
known as amortizing swaps.
• A currency swap involves exchanging principle and interest payments in one cur-
rency for principle and interest payments in another.
• A differential swap, sometimes referred to as a diff swap, is an interest rate swap
where a floating interest rate is observed in one currency and applied to a principle
in another currency.
• In an equity swap, one party promises to pay the return on an equity index on a
notional principle, while the other promises to pay a fixed or floating return on a
notional principle.
• A cancelable swap is a plain vanilla interest rate swap where one side has the option
to terminate on one or more payment dates.[7]
2.1 Introduction to volatility and variance swaps
2.1.1 Definition
Volatility is a measure of the variations in the price of a financial product. There
are two different types of volatility: implied and realized. The present market price for
volatility is the implied volatility, which acts like the fair volatility price built on the mar-
4
ketplace’s expectation for movement over a stated period of time. On the other hand,
realized volatility is computed from the variations in the underlying price over a given
period. The realized volatility is known as historical volatility when the given period is in
the past and if the period is in the future it is called future realized volatility.
Volatility swaps are forward agreements on the future realized volatility of the re-
turns of the selected underlying asset. Variance swaps are forwards contracts analogous to
volatility swaps, but based on realized variance, the square of the future volatility. These
derivatives give investors the opportunity to trade volatility just as they wish to trade
an underlying financial asset. They allow to exchange future realized volatility against
current implied volatility. However, volatility and variance swaps are not conventional
swaps that involve a simple exchange of cash flows between counter-parties. In fact, at
settlement, the payoff for the long position of a volatility swap is equal to the annualized
realized volatility over a pre-specified period minus the volatility strike of the contract
multiplied by a notional amount of the swap in dollars per annualized volatility point.
At maturity, the payoff is Notional Amount ⇥(Volatility – Volatility Strike). The short
position is just the opposite.
2.1.2 Pricing
Now, consider a variance swap on an agreed underlying market asset S observable
during the term of the swap agreement with price (St)t2[0,T ]. The volatility of S is denoted
by (st)t2[0,T ]. Let N represent the notional amount of the variance swap in dollars per
annualized volatility point squared. Moreover, let sR be the realized volatility (in annual









If the the variance strike is denoted by KVar then the payoff at maturity T is given
by:
N(s2R  KVar). (2.2)
There exist two definitions of the historical volatility depending on how the returns





















where Si are quoted prices at interval times indexed by i. If the Si are taken as daily clos-
ing prices then the variance needs to be converted into a per annum basis (in terms of
annualized variance).
Remark: The formula in (2.1) provides a definition for a continuous time realized vari-
ance, when it is utilized it means continuous variance swaps. As mentioned in [8] con-
tinuous variance swaps prices can be considered as approximations to the actual values.
This is because practitioners are commonly replacing the integral in the Equation (2.1)
by a discrete sum. They actually compute the realized variance from closing prices using
one of the the formulas (2.3) or (2.4) to calculate the returns of the underlying asset price,
which are utilized to compute discrete annualized variance. In such a case variance swap
is known as a discreetly-sampled" variance swap. In this thesis, discretely-sampled vari-
ance swap with arithmetic returns will be treated where the realized annualized volatility
are computed based on returns that are given by (2.4).
Example 2.1.1. As an example of a variance swap contract is a notional amount of N =
100,000 dollars per (one volatility point)2, with delivery swap rate of KVar = (15%)2 per
6
annum on the S&P500 daily closing index and maturity of 1 year.
Let the time interval be discretized into M equal sub-intervals with M monitoring
dates 0= t0 < t1 < · · ·< tM = T. Let AF be the annualization factor. For example AF = 12
for monthly monitoring, AF = 52 for weekly monitoring, or AF = 252 for daily moni-
toring. If the log-return (2.3) is used, then the discrete annulized realized variance over













However, in the case of arithmetic returns (2.4) the discrete annualized realized












Here the time step size is Dt = T
M






before, the aim is to find the variance swap price using the arithmetic return formula.
Remark: 1. A discretely-sampled variance swap is a forward contract that exchanges the
discrete realized variance with a fixed strike. To determine the fair strike or the fixed swap
rate KVar of the variance swap, the price of the contract is assumed to be 0 at inception.
It’s value is given by the risk neutral expectation of VM, i.e,
KVar = E
Q[VM]. (2.7)
2. A volatility swap is a contract which is similar to the discrete variance swap. It’s fair





3. There are options built on discrete realized variance, an option offers to the owner the
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right but not the obligation to exchange the realized variance for a fixed strike. As an
example, the price of an European call option with strike K is given by:
C = EQ[e rT (VM  K)+]. (2.9)
In this thesis the main goal is to find the value of a discretely-sampled variance
swap as given in Equation (2.7) where VM is obtained from arithmetic return as expressed
in (2.6). In Chapter 3 the price of a discretely-sampled variance swap will be derived
using a high volatility model. In Chapter 4, numerical methods are employed to obtain the
variance swap price for a regime switching high volatile model. In the next section, some
tools from stochastic calculus needed for the study are provided. More detailed concepts
and tools from probability theory and elementary stochastic calculus are presented in the
appendices.
2.2 Preliminaries from stochastic calculus
In this section, some stochastic calculus tools and concepts required in the study
will be presented such as stochastic processes, Brownian motion, Martingales, stochastic
integration and others notions from probability theory are presented in the appendices.
2.2.1 Stochastic processes and Brownian motion
Let I be a subset of the interval [0,•). A family of random variables (Xt)t2I, in-
dexed by I , is called a stochastic (or random) process, when I = N, and (Xt)t2I, is said
to be a discrete-time process, and when I = [0,•), it is called a continuous-time pro-
cess. Another definition for a stochastic process can be as follows: A stochastic process
is a parameterized collection of random variables (Xt)t2I, defined on a probability space
(W,F,P), and assuming values in IRn. Consider the probability space (W,F,P). A filtration
on (W,F,P) is an increasing family (Ft)t 0 of sub s  algebras of F. In other words, for
each t,Ft is a s  algebra included in F and if s  t,Fs ⇢ Ft . A probability space (W,F,P)
endowed with a filtration (Ft)t 0 is called a filtered probability space (W,F,(Ft)t0tT ,P).
8
Definition 2.2.1. Let (Ft) be a filtration on (W,F,P). A stochastic process (Xt) is said to
be Ft-adapted if 8t   0, Xt is Ft-measurable.
A Brownian motion is a Wiener stochastic process. A Wiener process is a stochastic
process W (t) with values in IR defined for t 2 [0,•) such that it satisfies the following four
conditions:
1. W (0) = 0.
2. If 0 < s < t, then W (t) W (s) has a normal distribution N ⇠ (0, t   s) with mean 0
and variance (t   s).
3. If 0  s  t  u  v (i.e., the two intervals [s, t] and [u,v] do not overlap) then
W (t) W (s) and W (v) W (u) are independent random variables.
4. The sample paths t !W (t) are almost surely continuous.
2.2.2 Martingales and Markov property
Definition 2.2.2 (Martingale). Let (Ft)t 0 be a filtration on (W,F,P). A stochastic process
(Mt)t 0 is called a martingale if it is satisfying the following properties:
1. (Mt) is Ft-adapted.
2. E||Mt ||< •, 8t   0.
3. E(Mt/Fs) = Ms, 80  s  t.
Remark: (i) If the condition (3) of the previous definition is replaced by E(Mt/Fs)  
Ms, 8 0  s  t, then (Mt) is called submartingale.
(ii) If the condition (3) of the previous definition is replaced by E(Mt/Fs) Ms, 8 0 
s  t, then (Mt) is called supermartingale.
(iii) A positive submartingale is a submartingale (Xt)t 0 satisfying Xt   0 8 t   0.
Proposition 2.2.1 (Tower Property). Consider G1 ⇢ G2 ⇢ F and a random variable X.
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Then
E [E [X |G2] |G1] = E [E [X |G1] |G2] = E [X |G1] . (2.10)
Theorem 2.2.1 (Martingale Represenation Theorem). Let W := (Wt)t2[0,T ] be a Brownian
motion on (W,F ,P). Let (Ft)t 0 be the filtration generated by W . Let (Xt)t2[0,T ] be a
martingale, then there is an adapted process (xt)t2[0,T ] such that:




xudWu, 0  t  T. (2.11)
Definition 2.2.3 (Markov property). An adapted stochastic process (Xt)t 0 has the Markov
property if for every bounded B̧-measurable function f the following is hold:
E [f(XT )|Ft ] = E [f(XT )|Xt ] . (2.12)
2.2.3 Stochastic integration
Definition 2.2.4. Mp([0,T ], IR) is defined to be the subspace of Lp([0,T ], IR) such that















Consider a Brownian motion W and a stochastic process (Xt) both adapted to a
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Now, the stochastic integral of a simple process will be presented and then some of
its properties will be defined.
Definition 2.2.5. (Elementary process or simple process). A process (Xt)t2IR 2Lp([0,T ], IR)






1[t j,t j+1]q j(w), (2.15)
where q j is a bounded Ft j-measurable random variable.
Definition 2.2.6. (Itô’s integral). The Itô’s Integral of the simple process (Xt)t2IR 2
L









q j(Wt j+1  Wt j). (2.16)



















E( f 2(t))dt (Itô Isometry). (2.18)





f (t)dW (t) = Ân 1j=0 f j(Wt j+1  Wt j).







= Ân 1j=0 E( f j)E(Wt j+1  Wt j) = 0,
since Wt j+1  Wt j is a normal distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation
p




























fl fk(Wtl+1  Wtl)(Wtk+1  Wtk).
Taking expectation in both sides and using independence of the increments of Brow-



























Proposition 2.2.2. For any process X = (Xt)t 0 2 M2([0,T ], IR), such that E|Xt |2 <
•, 8t   0, there exist a sequence ( f (n)t )t 0 of simple process such that E| f
(n)









Definition 2.2.7. For any process X = (Xt)t 0 2 M2([0,T ], IR), a stochastic integral of X
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s dW (s), (2.19)
where f (n)s is the sequence of simple process converging to X using L2 limit according
to the previous proposition. Moreover, using Itô isometry for elementaries functions one
can prove that the limit on this definition does not depend on the actual choice of ( f (n)).
Proposition 2.2.3. (Properties of Itô integral)
For any process X = (Xt)t 0 2 M2([0,T ], IR), such that E|Xt |2 < •, for any functions

















































The proof can be found in [10].








is a martingale with respect to Ft .
See Oksendal [10] for more details.
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Proof. For any t  s :


































































































dW (r), since E[DWj/Ft ] = E[DWj] = 0
= In(t,w).
Proposition 2.2.5. (Generalization)





f (s,w)dW (s) (2.21)
















,8l > 0. (2.22)
The proof is in [10].
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2.2.4 Stochastic Differential Equation (SDE) and Itô formula
Definition 2.2.8. (1-dimensional Itô process)
Let Wt be a 1-dimensional Brownian motion on (W,F,P). An Itô process (or Stochastic
integral) is any stochastic process Xt of the form









where u 2 L1([0,T ], IR) and v 2 L2([0,T ], IR).
Proposition 2.2.6. (first 1- dimensional Itô formula)
Let (W,F,P) be a complete probability space, (Wt)t2IR+ a one-dimensional Brownian
motion and f : IR ! IR such that f is twice derivable. If (Xt) is any process of the form
(2.23), then f (Xt) is an Itô processes and




















You can read the proof in [11].
One of the important notation for the stochastic integral define over a Brownian













Now, using the property of independent increments for Brownian motion, its second
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| f (s)|2ds. (2.26)
Now, the stochastic differential equation (SDE) will be presented. This is a new
type of differential equations differ from the normal one. Talking about stochastic differ-
ential, means talking about a random process that evolve over time. For instance,
dSt = µStdt +sStdWt , which is the geometric Brownian motion,
dYt = k(q  Yt)dt + gdWt , which is an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process,
dXt = a(Xt)dt +b(Xt)dWt , which is a diffusion process.
For more SDEs, refer to Papanicolaou [12].
However, the Itô formula is useful in many areas. Actually, there are two main
areas. The first one is to find the solution of the SDEs and the second one is to price the fi-
nancial derivatives products. Consider (2.26) and let f : [a,b]!R be a twice continuously
differentiable function ( f 2C2[a,b]). Then the process f (X) is a continuous and












00(Xt)dhW it . (2.27)
and the formula with two variables f (t,Xt) is given by:




















dhX ,Xit . (2.28)
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Chapter 3: Variance Swap in High Discretely-Sampled Volatility
The aim of this chapter is to address the issue of pricing discretely-sampled vari-
ance swaps under high volatile models. First a review on how to find Kvar in the Heston
stochastic volatility model for a discretely-sampled model will be presented. The method
is provided in section 1 and can be found in [15] and [16]. The main contribution in this
chapter is given in section 2 where the value of discretely-sampled variance swap in high
volatile model will derive partially. In the third section, numerical methods are performed
and figures comparing the high volatility and the Heston model are provided.
From now on, and throughout Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 the following assumptions
and notations are used (unless otherwise stated). All the work will be based on the fol-
lowing notations: a filtered probability space (W,(Ft)t2[0,T ],FT ,Q), a standard Wiener
process (Wt)t2[0,T ] with Ft := s(Wt) for any t 2 [0,T ] and assume that Q is risk-neutral
probability, which is known. The main goal is to find the value of a discrete variance
swap. The underlying asset price is denoted by (St)t2[0,T ], the notional amount of the
variance swap in dollars per annualized volatility point squared is L. Moreover, let sR be
the realized volatility (in annual terms) of the underlying asset S computed using arith-













Assuming that there are total of N closing prices Sti of the underlying asset observed
at an equally-spaced time ti. In this case, and as mentioned in Chapter 2, a multiplication
by AF = 1Dt =
N
T
is needed to get the annualized variance in the above formula. The value
of AF depends on the sampling frequency, for example, AF = 12, if the closing prices are
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= e r(T t)EQt [L(s2R   kvar)], (3.2)
where EQt = EQ[.|Ft ] is the conditional expectation at time t. Since at inception V0 = 0















The problem of pricing variance swap consists in finding the fair variance delivery
price kvar. The goal is then to evaluate the conditional expectations in (3.3). In other









for i = 1, · · · ,N, which depends essentially on the SDE employed to predict the future
values of the underlying asset Sti for i = 1, · · · ,N. The next section summarizes the results
on Heston model.
3.1 Discretely-sampled Variance swaps for Heston model





dSt = rStdt +
p
vtStdWt






Here (W vt )t2[0,T ] is a Brownian motion independent from Wt and in this section the
probability space (W,(Ft)t2[0,T ],FT ,Q) is assumed to has filtration Ft := FWt _FW
v
t
for any t 2 [0,T ], where FWt and FW
v
t are the natural filtration generated by W and W v
19
respectively. The risk-neutral probability Q is also assumed to be known. The constant
k,q and sv are the risk-neutral parameters.
The approach to compute the above expectations in the case of Heston model as
described in [15] consists first in rewriting the expectations in (3.4) as follows






























Proof. Using the fact that i and then both ti and ti 1 are considered as known constants
























































































Now the key idea of [15], to compute (3.4), utilizes Corollary (3.1.1) and can be
summarized in two steps as follows






• Step 2: plug the values of expectations obtained in step 1 into (3.6) then evaluate
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the outcome expectation in the form EQ0 [.].









Yt |(Yti 1 = y,vti 1 = v)
⇤
, for all t 2 [ti 1, ti], where g can be any non-zero real number
especially 1 and 2 (cf. proposition 2.1 in [15]). The second step is accomplished in
Proposition 2.2 in [16].
The main results of this chapter are presented in the next section. The techniques
follow essentially the two steps explained before.
3.2 Variance swaps in high volatile model
There exist many articles for dealing with pricing variance swaps with different
models for predicting the underlying asset price trajectory St . The reader can refer to
[2], [4], [9] and [8], [16], [17] and [15] for more details about the suggested models and
methods in the literature. The list of reference is not exhaustive. To the best knowledge,
pricing variance swap under a high volatility model has previously never been addressed.
To examine the impact of a high volatility on the value of fair variance delivery
strike Kvar, the variance swap pricing problem when the underlying asset price has an
augmented volatility is considered.
3.2.1 The high volatile model
More precisely, in this section, assume that (St)t2[0,T ] is given by the SDE
dSt = rStdt +(sSt +bert)dWt , S0 > 0. (3.7)
This model presents some practical advantages such as accounting for crisis situ-
ations where the prices are suffering from unusual and sudden depreciation. Moreover
there exists a closed form solution for pricing European option in the case of this model.
An additional advantage of using this model is that it is a stochastic volatility model that
satisfies the leverage effect where volatility and asset price are inversely proportional. The
21
SDE (3.7) has the solution









See [5] for more details on the above solution and derivation of prices for European op-
tions.
3.2.2 Valuation of discretely-sampled variance swap
This subsection deals with the pricing of variance swap problem under the high
volatility model (3.7) by investigating the valuation of strike Kvar given by (3.3) which
is reduced to the calculation of the conditional expectations (3.4). The way to do this is
inspired from the method of [15] employed for Heston model stated in corollary 3.1.1 and
steps 1 and 2 in the previous section. First apply Itô formula to have the SDE of stochastic
processes power of St as provided in the next corollary.
Corollary 3.2.1. Let g be a non-zero real number and let (Yt)t2[0,T ] be the process defined






















Proof. Applying Itô formula with the function f (x) = xg and St given by (3.7). Then
dYt = d(S
g




















hdSt ,dSti = hrStdt +(sSt + ert)dWt ,rStdt +(sSt + ert)dWti




t ) = grS
g
t dt + g(St)g 1(sSt + ert)dWt +
1
2

























































The last equation can be simplified to get (3.9). This ends the proof.
In the next proposition, the conditional expectations EQti 1 [Yt ] where t 2 [ti 1, ti] will
be shown as a solution of a PDE-Partial Differential Equation.
Proposition 3.2.1. Let t 2 [ti 1, ti], then there exists a function U gi 2C1,2([ti 1, ti]⇥]0,•[)


































Proof. Using the Markov property of (Yt)t2[0,T ], then for any s 2 [0, t],



















(ti,y) = E [Yti |Yti = y] = E[y] = y. Applying Itô












∂yyU gi dhYt ,Yti (3.11)
By (3.9):












































Since the process (E[Yt |Fs])s2[ti 1,ti] is a martingale, then by the martingale repre-




























which gives the PDE (3.10).





, can be found.
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∂tUi + ry∂yUi + 12(sy+be
rt)2∂yyUi = 0
Ui(y, ti) = y.















∂yUi = ec(t) and ∂yyUi = 0.




  rec(t) = 0
subject to the initial condition c(0) = 0. This gives dc(t) = rdt and c(t) = rt. Thus
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The proof is complete.
The second term in (3.6) can’t be computed using the PDE in Proposition 3.2.1.,






















































































(r s2 )ti+sWti   b
s
e






a = S0 +
b
s































The calculation of the two conditional expectations in the above equality had been
investigated. The second expectation can be easily computed using (3.15). In fact:
E
Q
















To find the first conditional expectation EQti 1 [a
2x 2ti ] first notice that
a2x 2ti = a
2.e2(r 
s







































































] = ASti 1 +B+ g
2(ti)+2g(ti)[Sti 1e
rDt   g(ti)]
= [A+2g(ti)erDt ]Sti 1 +B  g
2(ti),
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This ends the proof.
The next proposition summarizes the previous results and provides a formula for
Kvar in high volatile model.
Proposition 3.2.3. Consider a discretely-sampled variance swap where the underlying
asset price is governed by SDE:
dSt = rStdt +(sSt +bert)dWt , S0 > 0. (3.17)
Let the delivery strike value is denoted by:


























Where there are N observations and AF is representing the annualized factor.
Proof. It is a direct application of corollary 3.1.1, corollary 3.2.2 and proposition 3.2.2.













, that are not straight forward. An investigation
of computing these two expectations can be a subject of future work.
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Chapter 4: Variance Swap in High Volatility Regime Switching
Model
In this chapter, the framework of Chapter 3 will be extended to regime-switching by
incorporating a Markov-modulated version of the high volatility model. The considered
hybrid model has parameters that switch according to a continuous-time Markov chain
process. More precisely, a numerical method will be utilized to simulate the price of
discrete variance swap for an augmented volatility model. In the next section, the model
will be presented. The second section describes the numerical methods. Illustrations and
results of comparison with the Heston and the model studied in Chapter 3 are provided in
section 3.
4.1 High volatility regime switching model
In this section, calculations of the price of the variance swap in a regime switch-
ing model with high volatility will be treated. This model is an extension of the model
considered in Chapter 3.
4.1.1 Two-state Continuous-Time Markov Chain (CTMC)
The work will be on a continuous Markov process with two states only. First, a brief
introduction to CTMC as presented in [13] will be given. A Two-state Continuous-Time
Markov Chain (CTMC) (Xt)0tT is a continuous Markov process with
1. State space S = {0,1}
2. Transition semi-group:










3. Markov property: (a) p(xt = j|xs = in,xs 1 = in 1, . . . ,xs0 = i0) = p(xt = j|xs = in).
where 0 < s0 < s1 < · · ·< sn 1 < s < t.
(b) pi, j(t + s) = Âl2S pi,l(s)pl, j(t).
4. The infinitesimal generator Q of (Xt)t2IR+ is










75 where a,b > 0.





























4.1.2 The main model





dSt = r(Xt)Stdt +[s(Xt)St +g(t)]dWt
S0 > 0.
(4.1)
Here g(t) is a deterministic function that represents the abnormal increase in the





r1, if Xt = 0







s1, if Xt = 0
s2, if Xt = 1,
(4.3)
respectively.
4.2 Numerical simulations for variance swap value
The aim is to provide numerical simulation for the underlying asset price as well as
for the fair variance delivery price Kvar under these settings. This model generalizes the
model in chapter three by adding the regime switching to the parameter r and s .
4.2.1 SDEs Simulation
A variance reduction procedure is utilized to simulate the main model. This is to
shorten the number of trials to estimate the fair variance delivery price Kvar, and to re-
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duce the computation time. The literature contains many methods to examine variance
reduction procedures among others: Antithetic Variable Technique, Control Variate Tech-
nique, Importance Sampling, Stratified Sampling, Moment Matching and Quasi-Random
Sequences. The reader can refer to [7] for details. To simulate trajectories for the under-





DStn = r(Xtn)Stnd t +[s(Xtn)Stn +g(tn)]DWtn
S0 > 0 is given.
(4.4)
That is
Stn+1  Stn = r(Xtn)Stnd t +[s(Xtn)Stn +g(tn)]DWtn (4.5)
Stn+1 = Stn + r(Xtn)Stnd t +[s(Xtn)Stn +g(tn)]DWtn (4.6)
The Antithetic Variable Technique will be used. This technique calculate two val-
ues of the Kvar. First, simulate a random variable RVn, the first value, in usual way; the
second value  RVn is calculated by changing the sign of all the random samples from
standard normal distributions. Since the delivery variance value is a function of the asset
price St , and the asset price St is a function of a Brownian motion which is normally dis-
tributed, N random variables RVn can be simulated and then calculate  RVn, so a total of
2N random variables will be obtained with only N trials. First calculate from RVn a first
estimation of Kvar, let’s call it ˆKvar1 and from  RVn a second estimation of Kvar, let’s call
it ˆKvar2, the estimated value of the fair delivery variance swap is calculated as the average






"This works well because when one value is above the true value, the other tends to be
below, and vice versa" [7]. Figure 4.1 represents the above technique.
Figure 4.1: A trajectory of Brownian motion BMn verses  BMn
4.2.2 Simulation of Continuous-Time Markov Chain (CTMC)
The simulation of the main model requires first the simulation of a two state Markov
process (Xt)0tT with Xt = 0 or Xt = 1. These states represent the economy by either
good economy (Xt = 0) or poor economy (Xt = 1). Let the time period be t 2 [0,T ]. Al-
ways assume that the process starts with good economy Xt = 0. The process will continue
at this state until time t 2 [0,T ], then it will change to the other state Xt = 1. The example
below presents a simulation of Xt .






0, 0  t  t1
1, t1  t  t2
0, t2  t  t3
1, t3  t  t4
0, t4  t  T.
Figure 4.2 is representing the above case:
Figure 4.2: A simulation of CTMC for two states
Figure 4.3 below represents how the underlying asset price changes as the states of
Markov process change.
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Figure 4.3: The effect of Markov Process on underlying asset price
In the appendix the C++ language code is provided.
4.2.3 Monte Carlo method to price the variance swaps





















Sti is the i-th closing price observation of the underlying asset. As mentioned in
Chapter 3, the fair variance delivery price is Kvar = EQ0 [s2R]. The simulation of the fair
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So the aim is to simulate N closing prices Stn , n= 1, . . . ,N then the two expectations
in the previous formula. Here St is following the SDE (3.8). For seek of comparison, a














Where k⇤ = k + l and q ⇤ = kqk+l are the risk-neutral parameters and the new
parameter l is the premium of volatility risk. As mentioned before, all the simulations
code were performed in the language C++ and the program is given in the appendices.
The Figures 4.4 - 4.8 provide trajectories of the underlying asset.
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Figure 4.4: The underlying asset price with 9 sampled prices
Figure 4.5: The underlying asset price where k = 3
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Figure 4.6: The underlying asset price where the initial price = 10
Figure 4.7: The underlying asset price where s = 0.5
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Figure 4.8: The underlying asset price where q = 5
The Figures 4.9 - 4.13 provide the trajectory of the underlying asset in Heston model.
Figure 4.9: The price in Heston model with 9 sampled prices
40
Figure 4.10: The price in Heston model where k = 3
Figure 4.11: The price in Heston model with initial price = 10
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Figure 4.12: The price in Heston model where s = 0.5
Figure 4.13: The price in Heston model where q = 5
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The Figures 4.14 - 4.18 show the price trajectory of the variance swap.
Figure 4.14: The price of variance swap with 9 sampled prices
Figure 4.15: The price of variance swap where k = 3
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Figure 4.16: The price of variance swap where the initial price = 10
Figure 4.17: The price of variance swap where s = 0.5
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Figure 4.18: The price of variance swap where q = 5
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
In this thesis two underlying asset price models have been employed for the pricing
of variance swaps in the discretely sampled case. In first model the underlying asset is
assumed to be highly fluctuated. The considered model is important since it accounts for
situations where the asset is suffering from high variation in its price. Variance swaps have
not been explored in such circumstance to the best knowledge. The price of a discretely-
sampled variance swaps has been calculated as the sum of two quantities: first quantity
computed theoretically. The second quantity can be a subject of future work.
The second model treated in this thesis aims at generalizing the high volatility
model by allowing the underlying asset price to be dependent of a continuous time Markov
chain. This model can be seen as high volatile model with regime switching. In second
model, theoretical results are very challenging and not sure to be obtained, numerical tech-
niques had been employed to obtain simulation for the fair delivery variance swap prices.
The two models treated in this thesis provide some stylized facts that are observed regu-
larly in the markets such as an increase in the volatility, leverage effect, regime switching
for instance from bad to good economy and vice-versa. Thus, their importance. As a
future work, a closed form solution for the fair delivery price of a variance swap in the
case of high volatility with and without regime switching to be investigated.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Probability Space
A probability space has three components (W,F,P), respectively the sample space,
event space, and probability function. The set W is the sample space, which is the set
of the outcomes of an experiment. An event F is a subset of W. Finally, a probability
function P assigns a number (probability) to each event in F. It is a function mapping
F ! [0,1] satisfying: [14]
1. P(A)  0, for all A 2 F.
2. P(W) = 1





A very important thing is that the event F must satisfy the s  algebra conditions.
Therefore, let’s define a s  algebra. A collection F of subsets of W is called a s  algebra
on W if:
1. W 2 F, and /0 2 F.
2. If A 2 F, then W A = Ac 2 F : The complementary subset of A is also in W.
3. For all Ai 2 F : [•i=1Ai 2 F.
The smallest s  algebra is { /0,W} while the largest s  algebra is W.
Remark: Given any family B of subset of W, denote by:
s(B) := \{C : C,s   algebra of W,B ⇢C}
the smallest s - field of W containing B, s(B) is called the s - field generated by B. When
B is a collection of all open sets of a topological space W, s(B) is called the Borel s -
algebra on W and the elements of s(B) are called Borel sets.
Remark: If X : W ! IRn is a function, then the s -algebra generated by X is the smallest
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s -algebra on W containing all the sets of the form
{X 1(U) : U ⇢ IRn,open}
Definition 6.1.1 (Negligeable set)
(i) Given a probability space (W,F,P), A subset W is said to be P-null or negligeable if
P(A) = 0.
(ii) A property is said to be true almost surely (a.s) if the set on which this property is not
true is negligeable.
Definition 6.1.2 (Measurability and random variable)
(i) Let (W,F,P) and (W0,F 0,P0) be two probability spaces. A function X : W ! W0 is said
to be F-measurable if and only if
X
 1(U) := {w 2 W : X(w) 2U}⇢ F, 8U 2 F 0.
(ii) A random variable X is a function X : W ! W0 F-measurable.
(iii) If W0 = IR, then X is called a real random variable.
(iv) If W0 = IRn, n > 1 then X is called a vector random variable.
All the coming notations will denote that (W,F,P) as a probability space and X as a
random variable, X : W ! IRn.
Remark: Every random variable induces a probability measure on IRn denoted µX and
define by µX(B) := P(X 1(B)), 8B open set of IRn. µX is called the distribution function
of X .
Definition 6.1.3 (Expected value)
(i) If X is a random variable such that
R









is called the expected value of X , where ||.|| denote the euclidean norm on IRn.
(ii) In general, if f : IRn ! IRm, is measurable and
R
W || f (X(w))||dP(w) < • almost
surely, then the quantity E( f (X)) define by







is called expected value of f (X).
Definition 6.1.4 (Independent random variables)
Let (W,F,P) be a probability space.
1. Two elements A and B of F are independent if
P(A\B) = p(A)\P(B).
2. Two random variables X1 and X2 of (W,F,P) are independent if for every choice of
different borel sets B1 and B2 the following holds:
P(X1 2 B1,X2 2 B2) = P(X1 2 B1)⇤P(X2 2 B2).
Proposition 6.1.1 Two random variables X1 and X2 are independent if and only if for any
measurable positive functions f1 and f2, the following equality holds [11]
E( f1(X1) f2(X2)) = E( f1(X1))E( f2(X2)).
Definition 6.1.5 (Conditional probability)




, 8B 2 F.
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Definition 6.1.6 Let X be a random variable such that
R
W |X(w)|dP(w)<• almost surely.
Let G a sub s -algebra of F . The conditional expectation of X relative to the s -algebra G
is a random variable denoted by E(X/G) satisfying







XdP,8G 2 G. Note that E(X/G) is called the projection of X
upon G.
Proposition 6.1.2 (i) E(E(X/G) = E(X).
(ii) If X is G-measurable, then E(X/G) = X .
(iii) E((X +Y )/G) = E(X/G)+E(Y/G).
(iv) If G ⇢ G0, then E(X/G0) = E(E(X/G)/G0).
(v) If s(X) and G are independent, then E(X/G) = E(X).
(vi) If X  Y a.s, then E(X/G) E(Y/G).
(vii) If X is G measurable, then E(XY/G) = XE(Y/G).
Definition 6.1.7 (Convergence of random variables)
Let p 2 [1,•), let Lp(W, IRn) be the equivalence class of measurable functions X : W !
IRn,Ft- measurable such that
(||X ||)p





Let (Xn) ⇢ Lp(W, IRn) be a sequence of random variables and X 2 Lp(w, IRn) a random
variable. Let
N := {w : lim
n!•
Xn(w) = X(w)}
1. (Xn) converges to X almost surely if Nc is negligeable.
2. (Xn) converges in probability to X if
8e > 0 limn!• P(||Xn  X ||> e) = 0.
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3. (Xn) converges in Lp to X if
limn!+• E(||Xn  X ||p) = 0.
Appendix 2: Project Simulation Code
Remark: The using software, G++, does not have the normal distribution while it has the
uniform distribution. Therefore, the following technique will be used in order to convert
the uniform distribution to a normal distribution.
Box–Muller transform: Suppose U1 and U2 are independent samples chosen from the uni-
form distribution on the unit interval (0,1). Let
Z0 = Rcos(q) =
p
 2lnU1 cos(2pU2)
Z1 = Rsin(q) =
p
 2lnU1 sin(2pU2)
Then Z0 and Z1 are independent random variables with a standard normal distribution.
// Simulation_Project1.cpp : This file contains the ’main’















int i = 0;
int j = 0;
int m = 0;








double Y0 = 10.;
//process lognormal
double* St;





double EEvar = 0.; //expected value from variance swap
formula sampled
double KK = 0.; // strike value of the variance swap
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double AF = 100.;
int Nsim = 1000; // number of simulation
int N0 = 7;//mber of sampled prices for the varianve
swap formula
TNN = (int(Nbdisc - 1) / (N0 - 1));







ofstream fVS; // value of the variance swap
srand(time(NULL));
Yt = (double *)malloc(Nbdisc * sizeof(double));
for (i = 0; i < Nbdisc; i++)
Yt[i] = 0.;
St = (double *)malloc(Nbdisc * sizeof(double));
for (i = 0; i < Nbdisc; i++)
St[i] = 0.;
normal = (double *)malloc(2 * Nbdisc * sizeof(double));
for (j = 0; j < Nbdisc; j++)
normal[j] = 0.;
normal1 = (double *)malloc(Nbdisc * sizeof(double));
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for (j = 0; j < Nbdisc; j++)
normal1[j] = 0.;
normal2 = (double *)malloc(Nbdisc * sizeof(double));
for (j = 0; j < Nbdisc; j++)
normal2[j] = 0;
Bt1 = (double *)malloc(Nbdisc * sizeof(double));
for (j = 0; j < Nbdisc; j++)
Bt1[j] = 0.;
normal = Normal();
normal1 = (double *)malloc(Nbdisc * sizeof(double));
for (j = 0; j < Nbdisc; j++)
normal1[j] = normal[j];
normal2 = (double *)malloc(Nbdisc * sizeof(double));
for (j = 0; j < Nbdisc; j++)





















for (i = 0; i < Nbdisc -1; i++) {
Yt[i + 1] = Yt[i] + kappa0 * (theta0 - Yt[i])
* deltat + gamma0 *







for (i = 0; i < Nbdisc - 1; i++) {
St[i + 1] = St[i] + r0 * St[i] * deltat
+ sqrt(Yt[i]) * St[i] *







Xt = (int *)malloc(Nbdisc * sizeof(int));




for (i = 1; i < Nbdisc; i++) {
if(Xt[i]==0)
St[i] = (St[0] + 1/sigma0) *
exp((r0 - sigma0 * sigma0 / 2)*
deltat*i + sigma0 * Bt1[i]) -
exp(r0*deltat*i) / sigma0;
else
St[i] = (St[0] + 1 / sigma1) *
exp((r1 - sigma1 * sigma1 / 2)*







//* Calculations of variance swap
SS0 = (double *)malloc(Nsim * sizeof(double));
// initialisation
for (i = 0; i < Nsim; i++)
SS0[i] = 0.;
SSt1 = (double *)malloc(Nsim * sizeof(double));
for (i = 0; i < Nsim; i++)
SSt1[i] = 0.;
SSt2 = (double *)malloc(Nsim * sizeof(double));
for (i = 0; i < Nsim; i++)
SSt2[i] = 0.;
SSt3 = (double *)malloc(Nsim * sizeof(double));










for (int ll = 0; ll < Nsim - 1; ll++)
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St = (double *)malloc(Nbdisc * sizeof(double));
for (i = 0; i < Nbdisc; i++)
St[i] = 0.;
normal = (double *)malloc(2 * Nbdisc * sizeof(double));
for (j = 0; j < Nbdisc; j++)
normal[j] = 0.;
normal1 = (double *)malloc(Nbdisc * sizeof(double));
for (j = 0; j < Nbdisc; j++)
normal1[j] = 0.;
normal2 = (double *)malloc(Nbdisc * sizeof(double));
for (j = 0; j < Nbdisc; j++)
normal2[j] = 0;
Bt1 = (double *)malloc(Nbdisc * sizeof(double));
for (j = 0; j < Nbdisc; j++)
Bt1[j] = 0.;
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Bt2 = (double *)malloc(Nbdisc * sizeof(double));
for (j = 0; j < Nbdisc; j++)
Bt2[j] = 0.;
normal = Normal();
normal1 = (double *)malloc(Nbdisc * sizeof(double));
for (j = 0; j < Nbdisc; j++)
normal1[j] = normal[j];
normal2 = (double *)malloc(Nbdisc * sizeof(double));
for (j = 0; j < Nbdisc; j++)
normal2[j] = normal[Nbdisc + j];
Xt = (int *)malloc(Nbdisc * sizeof(int));






for (i = 1; i < Nbdisc; i++) {
if(Xt[i]==0)
St[i] = (St[0] + 1/sigma0) *
exp((r0 - sigma0 * sigma0 / 2)*




St[i] = (St[0] + 1 / sigma1) *
exp((r1 - sigma1 * sigma1 / 2)*





for (int nn = 1; nn < N0; nn++) {
EEvar = EEvar + pow((St[nn*TNN] - St[(nn - 1)*TNN]) /
St[(nn - 1)*TNN], 2);
}











int Nbdisc = 30001; //number of discretization of
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the asset price trajectory
#define T 3. // expiration date in years
double deltat = double(T / Nbdisc);
#include <stdlib.h>
#include<math.h>
double kappa0 = 0.3;
double theta0 = 0.5;
double gamma0 = 0.7;
double r0 = 0.1;
double sigma0 = 0.5;
double kappa1 = 1.3;
double theta1 = -0.05;
double gamma1 = 0.07;
double r1 = 0.01;
double sigma1 = 1.2;






double theta(int XX) {






double sigma(int XX) {





double gamma(int XX) {





double r(int XX) {





//Simulation of the Uniform Law U(0,1)
double urand() {
return (double)((double)rand() / (double)RAND_MAX);
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}
//Simulation of the Normal Law U(0,1)





while (unif1 == 0.0 || unif1 == 1.);
do
unif2 = (double)urand();
while (unif2 == 0.0 || unif2 == 1.);







Normal = (double *)malloc(2 * Nbdisc * sizeof(double));
for (j = 0; j < Nbdisc; j++)
{
Normal[j] = NormDist(0., 1.);









Wt = (double *)malloc(Nbdisc * sizeof(double));
for (j = 0; j < Nbdisc; j++)
Wt[j] = 0.;
for (j = 0; j < Nbdisc - 1; j++)
Wt[j + 1] = Wt[j] + (double)sqrt((double)deltat)*normal[j];
return Wt;
}
CTMC with two states
// To Generate a CTMC: Continuous Time Markov Chain with
two states: S={0,1}
//----------- Simulation of the exponential Law---------
//------------exp(lambda),Exp=1./lambda,
Variance = 1./lambda^2-----





while (unif == 1.0);
return ((double)(-1. / lambda)*(double)log(1 - unif));
}
//******* Infinitesimal Generator [-tg1 tg1]
//******* Infinitesimal Generator [tg2 -tg2]
const double tg1 = 1.1;
const double tg2 = 1.4;
//*********Continuous Markov Chain *************
//***Simulation of a couple (Holding time H_i,
StateValue_Up between
H_{i-1} and H_i)
//***Simulation of StateValue_Up between H_{i-1} and
H_i int Regimeswitch(int CS)
{





//****Simulation of a couple (Holding time H_i,
StateValue_Up between H_{i-1} and H_i)
int* CMarkovChain()// create the holding time
and the State Value
given the infinitesimal generator, this is
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a speficic two-state case
{
int CounterHT = 0;
int CurrentState = 0;
double Rate[2];//Infinitesimal generator matrix
//double GenratorHT=0.; //Genrator of R.V
~Exp(Rates[i])==Hi
double t = 0.; // time varying: t=t0=0....t=t1=t0+H0...
t=t2=t1+H1....stop when t>T
int* MMXt; //will return the Xt
MMXt = (int *)malloc(Nbdisc * sizeof(int));





if (t < T)
{







if (CounterHT < Nbdisc)
{
while (t <= T && CounterHT < Nbdisc)
{
CurrentState = Regimeswitch(CurrentState);
t = t + loi_exp(Rate[CurrentState]);
if (t < T)
{








//cout<<"\n \n \n The counter for"
<<CounterHT << "\n \n \n";
if (CounterHT < Nbdisc)
{
for (int j = CounterHT - 1; j < Nbdisc; j++)
MMXt[j] = CurrentState;
}
return MMXt;}
